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How To: Fujitsu Interstage XWand Toolkit 

SAP Disclosure Management How To Series 

RECOMMENDED FUJITSU SETTINGS 

Network Proxy Settings 

By default, the Fujitsu Taxonomy Editor / Instance Editor program applies the LAN settings of 
Internet Explorer, so it is not needed to specify proxy server if any : 
 

 
 

Local Cache 

To increase performance and enable offsite edition of taxonomies, it is recommended to activate 
the local cache, which is located in this folder 
C:\Users\(user_name)\FujitsuXBRLTools\TaxonomyEditor_InstanceCreator\repository 
 
Select the URI Mapping tab, tick both checkboxes to activate the HTTP cache: 
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In case of a proxy server blocking the loading of taxonomies from the Internet, it might not be 
possible to edit any taxonomy or instance document in some computers. You need to take the 
content of a cache from another computer where you have already successfully loaded 
taxonomies (for instance, located outside of your network): 
C:\Users\(user_name)\FujitsuXBRLTools\TaxonomyEditor_InstanceCreator\repository 
Then, copy the http and https (if any) subdirectories into the cache of the computer where the 
problem occurs. 

Work Offline 

Here is the detail of an easily deployable solution which enables Fujitsu Interstage XWand Toolkit to 
work offline on machines that have no Internet access or in a farm of Citrix servers: 
 
Start Fujitsu Taxonomy Editor / Instance Creator on a computer that has Internet access: 
1) Activate the cache: go to Tools > Options, then select the URI Mapping tab and tick the check 

boxes “Use URI Map” and “Cache files retrieved…” 
2) Fill the cache by loading several taxonomies. Then take a backup of the cache directory 

%userprofile%\FujitsuXBRLTools\TaxonomyEditor_InstanceCreator\repository 
3) Go to Tools > Options again, then select the URI Mapping tab, click the Save button to store the 

mapping into the file urimapping.xml for instance. 
 
Connect to the machine(s) that has(have) NO Internet access: 
4) Restore the backup of the cache directory into 

C:\FujitsuXBRLTools\TaxonomyEditor_InstanceCreator\repository. Note that this directory is 
not under the user’s profile and contains no reference to the user in its path. 
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5) Edit the urimapping.xml file. Replace all occurrences of 
%userprofile%\FujitsuXBRLTools\TaxonomyEditor_InstanceCreator\repository by 
C:\FujitsuXBRLTools\TaxonomyEditor_InstanceCreator\repository. Save the file. 

6) Start Fujitsu Taxonomy Editor / Instance Creator. Go to Tools > Options, then select the URI 
Mapping tab, click the Load button and choose urimapping.xml to restore the mapping. Click OK. 

7) Click File > Open Taxonomy… in Taxonomy Editor, select your taxonomy. You should now be 
ready to work offline. 

 

Citrix 

The most transparent option for the end-users to make Taxonomy Editor / Instance Creator run on 
Citrix XenApp portal as a published application is to: 
▪ ask the IT Administrators to run a script to create the %userprofile%\FujitsuXBRLTools directory 

(if it does not already exist) at the initialization of the Citrix session 
▪ activate cache and ask the IT Administrators to open Internet access restricted to the domain 

names of the URL’s corresponding to the base taxonomies (for instance: ifrs.org, xbrl.org, 
sec.gov…) so that the cache of Fujitsu XWand is automatically populated. 

 

Character Encoding 

Select the Output tab, and select the Encoding: 
 
▪ Choose US-ASCII for US SEC reporting: 

 

 
 
▪ Choose UTF-8 for all other reporting worldwide 
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Search Element 

Activate Regular Expressions. Select the Find tab, and tick Search by using regular expressions.  
 

 
 

This way, you will be able to: 
a. Search all concepts starting with a string pattern 

^FirstCharactersOfTheElement 
b. Search exact match of concept name 

^FullConceptName$ 
 

Naming of Arc Identifiers 

After opening XSD schema file in Taxonomy Editor, you have access to more tabs. Select the 
Default Value tab and the Element Declaration sub-tab: the configuration should preferably be 
as follows: 
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Go to the Locator / Resource sub-tab and apply the same settings as below: 
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In the Arc sub-tab, all checkboxes should be unticked to deactivate arc titles: 
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Click OK. 
 
In case Arc exist with titles and different naming, remove the link of the concept (especially for 
Dimension Members) from the Presentation and the Definition Links. Save the taxonomy. Then 
drag and drop again the member and re-order. Save again and validate. 
 
For instance: go to the Definition Link, select a Member, then choose the Locator tab. See the 
Locator of This Link panel, the label should look like: 
(prefix of the extension taxonomy)_(concept name) 
 
Note: after loading a taxonomy with older version of Disclosure Management 10.1 (until SP2), 
dimension members could not be tagged if the naming of the Locator of This Link was not 
standard. After applying the standard, you could tag a dimension member. 
 

Validation 

Click the Validation tab. Tick the Process XML Schema Validation check-box, so that Instance 
Creator does not only check whether the instance is well-formed but also checks that it is valid 
against the taxonomy schema (.xsd) definition. 
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Click OK. 
 

Browser 

By default, Internet Explorer is launched every time Fujitsu Instance Creator needs to open an 
html page, especially when launching SEC preview. 
Replace this setting by the path to a more modern browser like Google Chrome. Note that 
Microsoft Edge cannot be launched from Fujitsu Instance Creator. 
 

 
 

Apply changes 

Restart Taxonomy Editor or Instance Creator 
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FUJITSU TIPS AND TRICKS 

Synchronize views 

When reviewing taxonomies only, you may need to tick the following options for better 
synchronization between panels: 

 

 
 
When editing taxonomies, SAP recommends unticking those options to avoid flickering effect 
when moving elements. Then you should double-click on items to synchronize views. 

Reorder Arc Links 

After editing Presentation, Definition, Calculation… linkbases, the order of the items might not 
follow simple 1, 2, 3, 4… order. The order column might look like: 2, 2.5, 3, 5, 6… 
 
In order to force Fujitsu Taxonomy Editor reorder properly the links, regularly select the menu 
Tools > Update Order Attributes of Arc > All 
 

Reorder Roles 

Fujitsu automatically displays the Extended Link Roles of the Presentation, Definition, 
Calculation… linkbases in alpha-numerical order when loading the taxonomy in memory. But they 
are ordered in the files following the chronology of the updates of the end-user. 
 
You should force the Extended Link Roles to be properly sorted in the Taxonomy files, so that 
they are properly displayed in the Taxonomy tree View of the SAP Disclosure Management 
Mapper Client. 
 
Select the menu Tools > Sort > Sort Extended Link Roles > All 
 

SQL-Like Queries 

The Query Table tab is a very powerful feature of Fujitsu Interstage XWand which allows you to 
build your own views of the taxonomy files / instance documents. 
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After designing a Query Statement, Fujitsu allows you to name and save your queries using the 
Register button, to re-use them easily. 
 
SAP has designed for you the following pre-defined queries for Taxonomy Editor: 
 
All_Labels: 
select Element, Label, DestLocatorRole from Label 

 
Elements_per_Role: 
select XLinkRole, Element from presentation order by XLinkRole 

 
Labels_per_Role: 
select presentation.XLinkRole, label.Label from presentation, label 

where presentation.Element=label.Element order by presentation.XLinkRole 

 
Labels_for_Elements_in_Presentation: 
select distinct presentation.Element, label.Label, label.DestLocatorRole 

from presentation, label where presentation.Element=label.Element 

order by presentation.Element 

 
Orphan_Labels: 
select distinct Element from label 

except 

select Element from presentation 

except 

select ParentElement from presentation 

order by Element 

 
Orphan_Elements: 
select Element from element 

where elementPrefix=’sap’ 

except 

select Element from presentation 

except 

select ParentElement from presentation 

order by Element 

 
All_Distinct_Elements_In_Presentation: 
select distinct Element from presentation where Element in (select 

Element from Presentation union select ParentElement from presentation) 

 
USGAAP_Elements 
select distinct Element from presentation where elementPrefix='us-gaap' 

 
IFRS_Elements 
select distinct Element from presentation where elementPrefix='ifrs-

full' 

 
Count_Presentation_Links 
select count(*) from presentation 

 
 
SAP has designed for you the following pre-defined queries for Instance Creator: 
 
Facts_not_in_Presentation: 
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select Element, ElementLabel, Value from fact where Element in (select 

Element from fact except select Element from presentation) 

 
Unused_Elements: 
select Element, ElementLabel from presentation where ElementAbstract = 

"false" and Element in (select Element from presentation except select 

Element from fact) 

 
Join_on_Fact_Values_and_Labels: 
select distinct l.Label as Description, f.Value as Content from fact as 

f join label as l on f.Element = l.Element 

 
List_all_Facts: 
select * from fact 

 
Warning: when copy-pasting the above queries, you might experience syntax error because the 
quotes ‘ or “ are not properly kept in the current document. 

Compare Taxonomies 

See tutorial: How to compare taxonomies and instance documents 
 

Open (Inline) XBRL Instance from XBRL Package 

The procedure for loading Inline XBRL document from zip file, which complies with the XBRL 
Taxonomy Packages 1.0 or the XBRL Report Packages 1.0 specifications, is the following: 

 
1. Run "Instance Creator" and choose the Tools > Options menu. In the pop upped dialog box 

"Options", select the Taxonomy Package tab and register the zip file. 
2. Unzip the content of the zip file to a convenient location. 
3. Simply drag & drop the Inline XBRL document (.html, xhtml…) or the XBRL instance (.xbrl, xml) 

from that location into Fujitsu Instance Creator. 
 

Version of Fujitsu XWand Toolkit 

Open a taxonomy or an instance document. In Taxonomy Editor or Instance creator, click Help > 
Version Information 
 
Alternatively, you can browse the directory [C:\Program Files (x86)\ISXWand]\XWand-tk and 
open the readme.txt or the release_notes.txt file 

https://specifications.xbrl.org/work-product-index-taxonomy-packages-taxonomy-packages-1.0.html
https://specifications.xbrl.org/work-product-index-taxonomy-packages-taxonomy-packages-1.0.html
https://specifications.xbrl.org/work-product-index-taxonomy-packages-report-packages-1.0.html

